
 
  

 

OFFICIAL STATEMENT 
 

About transferring the date of the European Profess ional Boilie Cup (EPBC) 
 

The Bátonyterenye-Maconkai Recreation and Sports- F ishing Association (BSHE) as 
director and rights holder, as well as the Fishing & Hunting (F&H) - the only localized 
fishing-hunting TV channel in Central Europe - as t itle sponsor and organizer announced, 
that because of appointment problems the date of th e originally obliterated VII. 
Professional Boilie European Cup (XXII Internationa l Maconka Boilie Cup; Király Iván 
Memorial Cup; 01.-06.06.2014) is transferred to 
 

07-12.09.2014 
 

and will be organized under a new name EPBC – F&H-M aconka Cup. The main reason of 
the amendment decision is that the date of the roma nian qualifying of the World 
Championship overlaps with the initial date of the EPBC and several romanian team will 
have staken it. Furthermore, three of the key teams  have to step back, by virtue of force 
majeure, because of illness and accident. 
 

Our competition has become a prominent boilie cup i n Hungary and in Europe over the time. 
Over the past 21 cups there appeared 497 teams from  14 countries. They caught in total of 
121.321,40 kg of fish (1163 pieces over 10 kg). The  BSHE and the F&H would like to 
strengthened further the rank of the EPBC, beside o f the frame of their renewed co-operation. 
So the cup in the autumn will be held with even mor e spectacular organization and on-line 
media presence. There will be also shoot a movie ab out the events, which has been available 
to millions of viewer in several countries of Europ e on the Fishing & Hunting Channel. 
 

The directors and organizers would like to apologize to all of the teams and of course they will 
contact to everyone personally. They would like to offer the confirmed teams, which ones 
accepting the new date, as a compensation 
• a free, 72 hours fishing on the lake Maconka for maximum three person and a maximum worth of 

51.000 Ft (150 EUR), with a free site selection (on the dam or in the “Nyári” port or on the I. island) 
between 01.06.2014 and 06.06.2014 or on the other bookable free places between 06.06.2014 and 
07.07.2014 and 30.000 Ft (100 EUR) price discount, which is valid only for the date in September. 

• the team which is unwilling or unable to live with the opportunities, offered here in worth of 
50.000 Ft (150 EUR) single discount from the application fee of the EPBC in September. 

For those teams, which can not accept the new date due to any reason, will be returned their 
paid deposits within 15 days of a written request references. 
 

Hereby we inform the teams, that during the designa tion of the new date, the organizers 
take into a consideration the date of the Carp Fish ing World Championship 2014 and also 
the WCC 2014 too.  We will continue together at Maconka!  
 
Bátonyterenye-Budapest, 22.05.2014. 
 

Dr. Dérer István Radu Morar  
president of the BSHE, EPBC main judge Tematic Cable SRL. owner,general manager 

 


